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ONE attempts to stop
discrimination in city
By Max Fllby
Reporter

"It's important that we
don't get discriminated

If Kim Welter and her partner held
against in the
hands while walking into a Bowling
workplace."
Green restaurant, they could be
kicked out — legally.
Cassy Collier | USG
To prevent situations like
this, Welter became the manOnly religious organizations,
ager of the ONE Bowling Green seniority and certain job qualicampaign last July.
fications would be exempt from
ONE Bowling Green is aiming to the ordinances.
prevent discrimination in the city
For example, a restaurant curand on campus with the passing of rently holds the right to deny
two anti-discrimination ordinances people service based on sexual
in November.
orientation and apartments have
Originally, the ordinances were recently denied potential renters
passed last year, but repealed due to for similar reasoning.
a petition which received approxi"One of the stories we've heard a lot
mately 1,000 signatures. It will be is about these two young men who
placed on the ballot again on Nov. 2. tried to rent an apartment together,"
"Its pretty even right now," Welter said. "The renter told them,
Welter said. "We've got to pass it 'We don't rent to your kind."
this time or else it probably won't
The ordinances will be two of the
happen, to attempt it again would first in Ohio to consider discriminabe political suicide."
tion of a person's genetic makeup.
The ordinances would prevent
"The ordinance will even cover
discrimination in the service genetic makeup," said city counindustry, education and gen- cil president John Zanfardino in
eral employment based on 12
See ONE | Page 8
factors including gender, sexual
orientation and military status.

Campus calendar of
events now on Facebook
By D.nl.ll. Rica
Reporter

"The calendar can
be customized...

Party promotions, meetings, blogs
and news related to the University
can now be found on Facebook.
TheUniversityhasexpanded event
updates to Facebook. Learning technologies consultant and art instructor Anthony Fontana came up with
a way for students to see upcoming
events at the University on Facebook.
Campus Organizations can log on
and post events, party promotions
and general meetings to the calendar for University students to see.
"The calendar can be customized
to view events based on particular
organizations or groups you may be
a part of," Fontana said.
"The development of this app took
about 8 months. It is very simple
to use," said Fontana, "The specific
purpose is to quickly enable access
to the official BC-SU Calendar of

-;

based on particular
organizations."
Anthony Fontana | Instructor

events from within Facebook. A user
simply needs to add the application
to get started."
Fontana said the Calendar gives
descriptions of different activities and meetings that are taking
place too.
Freshman John Anderson was
just notified of the app and said he
thinks it is a great tool to help keep
track of different events.
"I didn't know about the application but I think that it's cool that they
would create an app for students to
See FACEBOOK I Page 8

WORTH THE WAIT
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TICKETS: Students stand in line to get their tickets for the Kid Cudi homecoming weekend concert
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WHERE

SHOULD THE

STOP SIGN

BE?
City Traffic Commission switches
stop sign placement after traffic
count determines major route

By Jason Hanry
City Editor

The stop signs on Clough Street will switch
to Troup Street after the city Traffic
Commission approved the measure at
Wednesday's meeting.
The decision, which was approved Aug. 25,
had to be reconsidered after the previous meeting was made null and void due to improper
public notice.
Commission < h.umi.in Dick Mazzeo said
the requested change of the two-way stop was
made by the city.
City Municipal Administrator Inhn Fawcett
said the catalyst for the proposal was a single
complaint about line-of-sight issues for those at
the stop sign on Clough Street.
"That forced us to look into what the factors in
play were," Fawcett said. "If visibility was one of
them, then a good way to solve that was to allow
the secondary route, in this case Troup traffic,
to come to a stop and allow Clough's traffic to
continue on."
Fawcett said the city's recommendation to
swap the stop signs was determined based
solely on traffic patterns, not traffic accidents.
There has not been a single crash at the intersection in 2010 and only five accidents the

TYLER STABKC

previous year, according to police.
The switch will likely go into effect within
10 days, he said. Supplemental signs will be
posted to indicate the change to drivers used
to driving through on Troup.
Fawcett said an increase in traffic accidents
in the area is likely during the transition
"There is an immediate spike in the accidents then it levels off over time." he said.
See TRAFFIC | Page 8

I

Online grocery store delivers food and
other dorm supplies to students
also said Dormzy did some pricing research on Outtakes on campus, and they discovered Dormzy
for food and more
is a lot less expensive.
The Facebook page has 1,051
right to your door."
"For example, Campbell's Soup
likes, the website welcomes both
at Hand, they sell it for $2.89
parents and students and the
Brooke Lleonart | Dormzy
and we sell it for $1.59 to $1.79."
company will ship to anyone
Sammons said.
within one to two days.
with a door.
"lust point and click for food
The company is Dormzy, an
though Dormzy may be cheaper
online grocery store geared toward and more right to your door," than Outtakes, some students still
can't afford it. Dormzy accepts
college students, said Brooke Lleonart said.
Lleonart, who is the office manAlthough the company is rel- major credit and debit cards, but
ager and handles public relations atively new, the idea has been not BG1 cards or meal plan.
around for a while. CEO of
Junior Ben Scbafble said he
at Dormzy.
Dormzy has a warehouse in Dormzy, Chris Sammons, started would rather order his food than
Columbus, where they store shipping food out of his mom's buy it at Outtakes, but he doesn't
more than 800 items, from non- basement and when that took have a choice right now, as he is
perishable foods to everything off, he decided to create Dormzy. unemployed and his meal plan is
college students might need for With the idea and a few good all he has.
Although University students
their rooms or apartments, on investors, he hired a staff and
or off campus. To use Dormzy, made his idea into a reality.
can't use their meal plan on
Dormzy could be helpful for Dormzy, more than 200 are signed
students can log on to their
website www.dormzy.com and students who are tired of paying up, Sammons said.
open an account. After an order for overpriced items when there is
"We're shipping boxes on a daily
is placed, items should arrive an alternative, Sammons said. He basis up to you guys." he said.
By Dana* King
Reporter

FORUM

"Just point and click

SPORTS

I

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How maiy times a day do you check Facebook?

MTV star speaks to students

Prepare for Palin presidential run

Footbal players excel on team

Callie Walker from MTVs "The Real

According to columnist Mike Thurau, a Sarah Palin

Former community college teammates

World: Washington D.C." visited campus

presidential campaign is likely, if she can continue to

Kamar Jorden and Eugene Cooper have

Wednesday to discuss body Image

charm the media and voters as she did in the 2008

enjoyed success this season in their respec-

Freshman. Early Childhood
Education

issues. See photos | Page J

presidential campaign | Page 4

tive roles for the Falcons | Page 6
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Nev. qov to have
pelvis surgery
after horse fall

Ex-cop sentenced
in Katrina bridge
shootings

Calif, group airs
anti-tea party ad
in Times Square

NEW ORLEANS- A lormer

RENO. Nev-Gov. Jim
Gibbons broke his pelvis in two

New Orleans poke detective

NEW YORK-A California
consumer-advocacy group is

Calif, gang
accused in sham
marriage scam
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Authorities have arrested

BGNEWS
WIRE
SOUR

Mental health pros
boo haunted house
at Pa. asylum

Patrol: Tour
driver smoked pot
heavily day before

SPRING CITY. Pa. - Since

SALT LAKE CITY

the last residents led more

- A tour bus driver smoked

places when he was bucked by

who admitted he helped

hoping to rally the led before the

18 people in a probe into a

marijuana heavily for

than 20 years ago. Pennhurst

a horse ai a private ranch m

cover up deadly shootings ol

November election with an ad on

Southern California street

several days before falling

State Hospital has been vacant.

northern Nevada, and he was

unarmed residents on a bridge

a Times Square video screen that

gang accused of drug

asleep at the wheel and

its sprawling complex of

scheduled to undergo surgery

alter Hurricane Katrina has

labels the tea party movement

trafficking and arranging fake

crashing in Utah, killing

buildings crumbling, overcome

Wednesday, his spokesman said.

been sentenced to three years

as "insane."

marriages to obtain green

three Japanese tourists and

by brush in the suburban

cards lor immigrants

injuring 11 other passengers,

Philadelphia countryside.

in prison.

el Burns, the governors

DJT

communications director said

The 30-second spot by
Consumer Watchdog, which

Jeffrey Lehrmann. one ol
five former officers who have

he talked with his boss just alter

began airing Tuesday, flashes

The U.S attorney's office on
Wednesday unveiled a federal

according to an arrest

The old asylum may not be

report released Wednesday.
Yasushi Mikuni. 26. was

still much longer.

10 a.m. and received an update

pleaded guilty in the Justice

phrases such as "home

indictment saying members of

from doctors around noon

Department's probe of the

foreclosures" and "Wall Street

the Red Door gang orchestrated

charged with 10 felony counts

skeletons, hanging torsos, coffins.

Danziger Bridge shootings, was

greed" across a 520-square-

a scheme where foreigners paid

of negligent driving under the

exam tables and other frightful

sentenced Wednesday by US

foot screen as flames burn in

tens of thousands ol dollars to

influence and one misdemeanor

things as new investors plan to

the background.

marry American women to gain

charge of having marijuana

begin redevelopment efforts by

permanent resident status.

residue in his system.

turning it into a haunted house

"He is coherent, he is laughing,
though not a lot because it hurts

Distnct Judge lance Alrick.

to taug> Burns said. "He is
looking forward to a full recovery."

Africk refused a prosecution

Surgery was planned
sometime Wednesday at

It asks viewers. Are you

request to postpone Lehrman's

mad as hell but think the tea

sentencing until after six current

party is insane?"

or former officers are tried Africk

Renown Regional Medical Center.

The Santa Monica-based

The indictment cited three

It's being filled with fake

set to open Friday

Mikuni also faces

such marriages, but U.S. attorney

misdemeanor logbook violation

spokesmen Thorn Mrozek says

and unsafe lane-change charges

The plans have stirred more

though the exact time was not

also went above the sentencing

nonprofit wants to provide voters

prosecutors believe there are

in the rollover bus crash Aug. 9

oeing released, Bums said

guidelines, which called for up to

with an alternative to the lea

hundreds ol others.

on Interstate 15 near Cedar City.

six months behind bars

"His doctors also say his

$25,000 bond until the trial

injuries are non-life threatening

Police killed two people and

Burns initially indicated the
65-year-old governor had broken
HLI

he told the AP in

an e-mail just before noon. "Its

also seized more than 12.500

said its president. Jamie Court

ecstasy pills and 2.200 marijuana

"Popular anger can be such a

plants during the probe.

force lor change, and people who

All but two of the

Mikuni is a Japanese citizen

institutionalization for people
with mental disabilities - a

before setting out the next

reminder of history not to be

day for a tour of national parks

repeated - is infuriated by the

bridge less than a week after the

tea party to use that anger for

were arrested Wednesday

August 2005 storm

their ends, which is to get control

gum and energy drinks. The

ol the reins of government and

Utah Highway Patrol said

places."

fought to preserve the hospital
as a relic of the bygone era of

He flew to Salt Lake City

indictment's 20 defendants

Any gubernatorial duties

community, which has long

and drove the bus to Las Vegas

support progress cant allow the

-Mary Foster (AP)

The mental health

who lived in Las Vegas.

wounded lour others on the

actually his pelvis. Broken in at
■

Prosecutors say authorities

frustration in productive ways.

is held.

n life altering." he said.

.

party and help channel their

Lehrmann remains free on

prognosis is very good and his

than old ghosts.

- with seven hours sleep, nicotine

plan.
"1 don't want to relive the hell
that 1 went through ol living in

then do away with it." Court said

"The mam reason we feel this

in a phone interview Wednesday

accident happened was that he

The ad directs viewers to the

was driving too many hours and

Memorial and Preservation

while the Republican governor

an institution," said Jean Searle,
co-president ol the Pennhurst

i-gery will be handled

Consumer Watchdog website

didn't have enough sleep the

Alliance, who grew up in similar

n Michjel Schneider.

and to Court s recently published

night before, Utah Highway

institutions but now lives on her

tne Democratic president pro

book, "The Progressives Guide

Patrol Sgt. Ryan Bauer told

own "1 want to try to forget"

tempore of the Senate, because

to Raising Hell"

reporters in a teleconference call

Lt Gov Brian Krolicki is out ol

Wednesday from Cedar City

A spokesman lor the

tne country

California-based Tea Party

-Scott Sonner (AP)

near the East Vincent Township

-PaulFoy(AP)

Express, one of the nations

site filed a lawsuit Monday,

largest and most visible tea party

asking a judge to stop the

groups, said the ad was a great

haunted house because

example of the movement's

organizers don't have proper

growing influence.

zoning approval. A hearing is
scheduled for Friday.

-Karen Matthews and Robin

-Patrick Walters (AP)

Himdery(AP)
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at National Guard camp
Over 1,600 homes evacuated, three destroyed since fire erupted Sunday
By Jennifer Dobner and Paul
Foy

Visit us

The Associated Press

online at
www.bgviewscom

Welcome
\BGSU Students!
\

Did you know S/6 80yis located across from the
Stroh Center, we're Open
j 24-Hrs. & we area ((: WiFi:>)}
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SALT LAKE-CITY—Rain, hail
andlightninghavesuspended
the fight against a Utah wildfire ignited by Army National
Guard members during weekend machine-gun training.
Fire spokesman Marshall
ITiompson said Wednesday's
storm isn't expected to extinguish the 6-square-mile blaze
that burned three homes and
damaged a fourth in I Ierriman.
But it will help control it.
Officials have said the fire is
50 percent contained.
Thompson said 520 firefighters and guardsmen arc
hunkering down because of
the danger of lightning.
Officials are reassessing
evacuation orders for 250 residents still kept out of homes
closest to Camp Williams, a
training base about 30 miles
south of Salt Lake City.
More than 1,600 houses
were evacuated after the fire
broke out Sunday.
Firefighters looked to
fircironc

Fries ^$3^

w*

.

oupotl good Tor a regular.
I tig Id ry sandwich & regular I
French fries for $3.50 with
purchase of any beverage.
Dine-In or Cany-Out Not
| valid with other discounts or I
offers, limit 4 per coupon.
1540E.WoosterSt.
419.352.3531
Promo #209
Expires: 11/07/10
What's Your
Favorite Thing?

Big Boy.

maintain their momentum
Wednesday on a Utah wildfire ignited by Army National
Guard members during weekend machine-gun training,
Neariy half the evacuation
orders still in effect for the Salt
Lake City suburb of 1 Ierriman
were lifted Tuesday evening
after fire officials reported the
6-square-mile blaze was 50
percent contained.
"The lines held better than
we expected," fire information officer lason Curry said.
"It was actually the best-case
scenario for us."
Authorities earlier said winds
and flare-ups were making it
too dangerous for residents to
return to the 450 homes closest to Camp Williams, a guard
training base about 30 miles
south of Salt Lake City. Hut fire
officials said Tuesday evening
those risks had subsided and
the occupants of about 200
of those houses were being
allowed to go home.
Evacuation orders remained
in effect for another 250 homes
near the fire's western flank,
unao/itta

where officials said the blaze
was most active.
The fire broke out Sunday
at Camp Williams, with residents of more than 1,600
homes originally forced to flee.
Three houses were destroyed
and a fourth was damaged in
nearby I Ierriman.
Utah Army Guard Gen.
Brian larbet has apologized
for what he called a "systematic failure" that allowed guard
members to conduct live-fire
training exercises Sunday
despite tinder-dry conditions
and predictions of high winds
at Camp Williams.
larbet said no one checked
to see that the National
Weather Service had posted a
"red flag" fire warning before
the machine gun exercise was
allowed to continue in the foothills of the Oquirrh mountains,
lie also said guard commanders waited two hours to call
outside lire agencies for help.
Guard Lt. Col. Hank
Mclntire told reporters
Tuesday those responsible
would be held accountable.

BLOTTER

$500 in damage, within the 900
block of Thurstin Ave.

TUES., SEPT. 21

3:41 P.M.
Jesse J. Santogrossi. 18. of
Tontogany, Ohio, was cited for
loud sound amplification near the
corner of Thurstin Avenue and
Ridge Street.

2:03 A.M.
Brian Morns, of Waukegan. III..
was cited for menacing, underage under the influence, disorderly conduct with persistence,
possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia at McDonald North Hall.
1:48 P.M.
A foot-sired dent was reportedly imprinted in the passenger
side door of a vehicle, causing

8:04 P.M.
An iPod docking station was stolen from Anderson Hall.

\ ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
"u complete blotter list
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A Real
World

figure

^^m
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Photos by Lauran Poff| Phoiogiapher

Callie Walker from the MTV show The Real World speaks to
students in the Multipurpose room about body image.
BODY IMAGE: Callie Walker talks about her struggle with her body image to students in the Multipurpose room.

GET REAL Collie- WalkBr.speaksto students about I

LISTEN UP: Students listen as Cake Walker from The Real World speaks.
..
•-•
T

i the Real World

WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
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BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
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Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone
Show your phone and save.
Get exclusive promos all year!

"We know... just by seeing some of the temporary changes we've put in place as a
result of East Wooster being closed, that people can drive through three or four or five
signs and not see it"

FORUM
rfcOPLE ON

- John Fawcett. city municipal administrator, on moving stop signs from Clough Street to Troup Street
[see story, pg. 1],
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How many times a day do you check Facebook?

Three"

"Five or six times"

"Seven"

K
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street7 Of a suggestion for
LAUREN BARR.
Freshman.
Middle Childhood Education

LIZKIRCHNER,
Sophomore.
Early Childhood Education

LAUREN MITTELHAUSER.
Freshman.
Marketing

MATT SPIKES.
Freshman.
Eckication

a question7 Give us your
feedback al bgviewsxom

Palin presidential run would Paparazzi provide useless
create national spectacle insight into celebrity culture

As the poll numbers roll in
and the sound bytes accumulate, Ihe possibility of a
Sarah Palin presidential
campaign seems more and
more likely. Whether or not
the Republican party will
say okey-dokey to her candidacy in the primaries is even
more uncertain than if she's
goint! to run or not, but if you
ask me, she plans on at least

giving it a shot
Sure, she hasn't actually
come out and said "I will
run for President in 2012,"
but she has promised us
she would "give it a shot,"
assuming a few vague
qualifiers be fulfilled.
The success of "Tea-bagger candidates in the
Republican primaries has
served as a kind of litmus
test for her chances in 2012,
and so far they're coming up
positive. What this means
for American politics is a
dumbing down of an already
infantile discourse.
In 1964. Barry (ioldwater
(who by today's standards
would probably be considered a moderate due to his
tc ilerant stance on gays in the
military) was rebuked by the
electorate as a trigger happy
corporate shill.
I lowever, (ioldwater didn't
have the Tea Party on his side,
and when he winked at the
camera he looked more like
a used car salesman than
your best friend's mom. To
be honest, 1 wish 'ioldwater
was still alive. He might have
been a corporate shill, but at
least he wasn't a moron.
When al least a third of the
Republican Party believes
the president is a secret
Muslim, 1 can't help but feel
the possibility of honest and
rational dialogue has been
seriously compromised to
the point where even Barry
[ioldwater starts to look
good. The conservative campaign against the Muslim/
Socialist "establishment" is
geared toward very stupid
people, but it is a politics that

the movers and shakers of
conservative America have
learned to navigate with surprising sophistication.
However, Palin is by no
means a shoo-in. and
despite her extensive time in
the limelight she has managed to maintain her status
as an outsider. Part of this
comes from expressing what
the conservative base is
feeling as uncompromising
terms as possible, and part
of it comes from not having
any actual responsibility for
the past few years.
If Palin is serious about
a presidential bid. she's
going to have to up her
game. She's going to need
to start hunting bigger animals like rhinoceroses and
elephants, increase the size
and sparkle of her flag lapel
pins at least 85 percent and
move from winking to full
on batting of the eyes.
These goals are all achievable by 2012 and they take a
lot less time than reading a
history book or passing an
intro law class.
In fact, it isn't entirely
unreasonable to say that
she's running for president
right now. She certainly travels and makes appearances
like a Presidential candidate,
and if enough of her picks
in the upcoming elections
make it into office it'll go
a long way towards giving
her the insider support she
needs but currently lacks.
Even more likely in my
opinion is a ticket with
Mitt Romney for president
and Palin for vice. As a vice
president she would probably reassume her 2008 role
of looking good, shutting
up, winking at the camera,
and shutting up.
While she had some difficulty with the second and
fourth portions of her job
description at times, she
managed to avoid the subject
of politics and stick to kitsch
and xenophobia enough to
serve as a net positive for the
McCain campaign.
Romney is the corporate oligarchs' wonder boy
and while the moneyed
interests tend to lean more
libertarian than conservative, Palin as vice president

SPEAK YOUR MIND

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnewscom.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-J72-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you've felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?
Well, what
are you
waiting for?

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor

THE BG NEWS

would be an easy concession to the radical wing of
the Republican party.
Romney is still the front
runner, but his Mormonism
and roles in Romney care
and TAW' are going to take a
lot of explaining, Then again,
perhaps they won't take
much explaining at all.
If Palin can be convinced
thatTARPstandsfor Icin.ige
Abstinence Reward Program
and Romney was simply not
involved at all with the new
health care law. then it's a
short leap to convincing
the conservative base that
Romney is their guy and the
Book of Mormon is really just
the King James Bible with an
addendum.
The comedy and tragedy
of all this is that Ideology
legal knowledge, economics and foreign relations are
becoming secondary considerations to Palin's and
to a lesser extent Romney's
political ambitions.
The culture war is going to
weigh heavily on the political
compel it ivencsv of the candidates in both parties. And
if the 2008 Republican campaigns seemed like a circus
with its claims of "Obama
is a secret Muslim/Socialist/
Atheist/Black nationalist," or
"condoms don't work" then
that's because you haven't
seen the main event.
At the same time, two
years is a lifetime in politics
and any number of dark
horse candidates could
come from behind to seize
the nomination in 2012 like
Ron Paul (just kidding) or
Bobby lindal. A lot of questions remain unanswered,
but iI you're asking "Will the
2012 Republican candidate
appeal to White racial anxieties and nostalgia?" Then
my answer is an unconditional you-betcha.
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'I mean, seriously, what is the big deal?
I don't care what these people do in

Columnist

l.ady Gaga sucks.

We're all aware of it, and so
is she. But she doesn't want
to stop singing because she
would feel bad putting her
butcher costume designer
out of business.
She must not have been
very good at anything else if
what she decided to do with
her life was try to sing. I
especially hate her song
"Paparazzi." 1 also hate the
paparazzi in general.
I guess somebody thought
she has some talent because
of all the awards she won.
But, somebody was probably
on drugs. Gaga is just one
of those people who likes to
grab attention. And she is
better at doing that with her
clothes than her music.
Now I'll be honest, it would
be pretty cool to be recognized by people as "that person on TV." I'm su re everyone
thinks that, but there would
be a point when it wouldn't
be. fun anymore. This point
is when "those" people who
try to grab attention get
involved. I do not want to be
one of those people.
These people I'm talking about are known as the
paparazzi. Or as I like to call
them, the idiots who have
nothing better to do with
their lives except go around
and stick their nose in other
people's business.

their free time."
That's right, I called them
idiots. That's what they are
because they think they
are doing the world good
hy stalking famous people
and shoving cameras in
their face.
However, they are wasting
their's and everyone else's
time. Sure, there are plenty
of people who pay attention
to all the celebrity gossip, but
those are just more people
with nothing better to do.
Personally, 1 don't give a
damn, excuse my French
(which I'm fluent in by the
way). Anyone who has common sense would agree
with me that no matter how
much they get paid, or how
cool they think they are, the
paparazzi need to find something better to do.
I understand the people
who show up at special
events to take pictures and
ask questions. There's no
problem with that. What
really irritates me is when I
hear Tom Cruise was spotted
at an airport.
Hold ihe phone. I would
have never guessed he uses air
travel just like the rest of us. I
thought people of his stature
used teleportation. Did you
know that Britney Spears eats
regular food at ordinary restaurants? It's crazy.

I mean, seriously, what is
t he big deal? I don't care what
these people do in their free
time. I'll bet they don't want
to be bothered when they're
just trying to get through the
day. 1 know I wouldn't.
My eighth grade class
took a trip to Canada and
it was my first time ever
on a plane. Our flight got
delayed and then our baggage got lost. I couldn't
change my clothes for two
days until my stuff finally
got to the hotel. I thought
that was a pretty big deal,
but there were no cameras
in my face.
There are some countries
that have rules and regulations for the paparazzi. For
example, most European
countries make them follow curfews and get permission from the people
they take pictures of to
release the photos.
Here in the U.S., we don't
care about the war in Iraq
or the oil spill in the Gulf.
We can't function right if
we don't know how drunk
Lindsay Lohan was last
night, even though she is
old enough to drink. In
addition, will somebody
please tell me what Megan
Fox was doing walking
down the street?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Pro-union faculty have
concerns other than
students'welfare
I tip my hat to the faculty and
administrators who work
hard for students and wag my
finger to the Debbie Downers
out then who claim to be
doing the same.
They refuse to participate
in any events outside of class
and in our current shared
governance system. Even
though I'm just a student I
truly do have the ability to
bring change to BGSU.
Our shared governance
system allows me to voice
my opinions and then act
on them to fix the issues. I
have had a great opportunity to participate in shared
governance at BGSU, serving
on committees with under-

graduate students, graduate
students, faculty and staff.
I have learned how our
University runs and I respect
those who make necessary
and tough decisions.
I think it's great that we're
fimilly giving this campus a
well deserved face lift with
the Wolfe Center and the new
residence halls. But there is a
possible storm on the horizon that could bring a drastic
change to this campus that 1
am hesitant to accept: faculty
unionization.
These people want to tear
down our current culture
by creating a system of "you
versus them." 1 believe this
mentality will destroy the
people-oriented community
we have at BGSU.
Pro-union faculty are not
as focused on the students as

they claim to be. Their goal
is to promote their own selfinterests. So where does faculty unionization leave the
students' representation in
shared governance at BGSU?
Collective bargaining will
alter shared governance
here and will likely decrease
the number of committees
that have student representation. I'm not willing
to bet the house and farm
on some individuals whose
own mission statement says
nothing about representing
students. So it disappoints
me when pro-union faculty
recruit individuals to their
cause claiming it will help
students.
Clayton Stewart
USC Treasurer
stewarc@bgsu.edu
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WORLD BRIEFS
France's Sarkozy:
Niger kidnappings
worrying
PARIS - French President

Spanish area
OKs flaming
bull festivals
MADRID - Lawmakers who
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WIRI

Tajik authorities
hunt ex-warlord
in killings
DUSHANBE. Tajikistan

Nicolas Sarkozy vowed on

banned bullfighting in Spain's

- Authorities in Tajikistan launched

Wednesday to mobilize his

Catalonia region this summer

a major manhunt Wednesday for a

government to free live French

voted Wednesday to endorse

former opposition warlord trot they

people abducted last week by

Besieged al-Qaida
militants battling
Yemeni troops
SAN'A. Yemen -Al-Qaida

Violence in east
Jerusalem clouds
peace efforts

Russia bans sales
of anti-aircraft
systems to Iran

JERUSALEM-Crowds

MOSCOW (AP) - Russian

of Palestinian youths violently

Prescient Dmitry Medvedev issued a

in south Yemen on Wednesday

rampaged m east Jerusalem

decree Wednesday banning al sales

fought off repeated attempts

Wednesday following the shooting

of S-500 anti-aicaft missile systems
to Iran.

militants holed up in a village

other traditions that have been

suspect of masterminding an attack

by government troops backed

death of a local man. clouding

an al-Qaida affiliate in Niger,

criticized as cruel to bulls, such

on a military convoy last weekend

by tanks and heavy artillery

fragile peace efforts even as the

calling it a "very serious and

as attaching burning sticks to

that claimed 25 lives.

to retake the besieged town,

Palestinian president signaled he

worrying affair." according to a

their horns as they chase human

officials said.

may back away from threats to quit

government spokesman

could boost Iran's abAty to defend

thrill seekers

negotiations if Israel resumes West

against air stnkes. Israel and the

Bank settlement construction.

United States have objected to the

Al-Qaida's North African

Efforts to detain Mirzokhodzha
Akhmadov. a warlord during

Thousands of people have

Russiasigneda2007contract to
sel the sophisticated systems that

Tajikistans frve-year civil war. come

fled Hawta and the surrounding

Catalonia region of northeast

amid reports of a huge military

area in Shabwa province since

Spain, but it addresses another

operation against armed militants

security forces laid siege to

stormed the hilltop compound

in which armed men snatched

manifestation of this country's

in the former Soviet nation's

the village three days ago. The

known to Jews as the Temple

the five, plus two of their African

timeless fascination with bulls

remote east

operation signals an escalation

Mount and to Muslims as the Noble

colleagues, and the French

prohibited exports of tanks, aircraft

and the testing of people's

m the government's US -backed

Sanctuary - the most explosive

and sea vessels to Iran

Foreign Ministry confirmed the

bravery with the snorting animals.

branch has claimed responsibility
for last Thursday's abductions,

authenticity of the claim

The vote will only affect the

Besides watching the

Five men were killed during a

deal and ro such missiles have been

At one point, Israeli not police

delivered yet.
Medvedevs decree also

raid Wednesday on Akhmadovs

campaign to uproot the terror

site in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,

home outside the northern

network's local offshoot, known

and the place where the last
Palestinian uprising began almost
exactly 10 years ago.

RUSSB has recently

town of Garm. Interior Ministry

reconnaissance jets over the

bull. Spaniards run with bulls

spokesman Makhmadullo

Peninsula

Sahara to search for the hostages.

in Pamplona every year, spear

Asadulloyev said He said that one

France has a military presence

them to death from horseback

man was captured alive in the raid,

four al-Qaida fighters and a

thousands of people over some five

in some of its former colonies in

in another northern town

but that Akhmadov is believed to

civilian have been killed since the

years of violence - erupted after

have fled to the mountains.

fighting began Saturday, while

a failed US -led peace effort at

The French military has flown

West Africa.

deadly duel of matador and

- neither are in Catalonia - and

The special anti-terrorism

cordon off town squares to

delwnngmeS-300stolran.
The S-300 is capable of shooting
down a«craft and missiles at ranges

Camp David. Wednesday's outburst
comes less than a month after the

calves of the kind used to breed

villages in the area, as well as heavy

the past two days More than

sides resumed peace negotiations,

top-grade fighter bulls.

gun battles and the deployment of

two dozen suspected militants

at a tense moment when those

rocket launchers.

have been detained.

talks are already facing possible

issued a statement welcoming the

collapse over Israels plans to end its

executive order signed by Medvedev

investigation Wednesday into

In July. Catalonia banned
bullfighting on grounds of cruelty,

Wednesday that France has

becoming only the second

requested U.S. help in winning

Spanish region to do away with

the hostages release. The U.S.

the centuries-old tradition, after

Embassy in Paris would not

the Canary Islands
-Daniel Woolls(AP)

Local media have reported

A military convoy was attacked

The government operation,

In Washington, the White House

which aims to uproot a 120-

10-month slowdown of construction

area about 80 kilometers (SO miles)

man militant cell, comes after

m the Jewish settlements of the

has demonstrated leadership on

north of the Afghan border, leaving

several attacks by al-Qaida

West Bank

holding Iran accountable to Us

at least 25 sotdiers dead.

fighters against Yemeni

-OlgaTutubaWia(AP)

security forces at checkpoints

Global leaders gather
at three-day summit
UN pushes world leaders to reach goal of reducing poverty by 2015

UNITED NATIONS — A
(hree-day summit to push
global leaders to meet U.N.
goals to significantly reduce
poverty by 2015 wrapped
up Wednesday with a major
development policy address
by President Rarack Obama
and new financial pledges
from other countries to
combat maternal and child
mortality.
But there was no certainty
that there will be enough
money and political will to
fulfill the plans and pledges.

With many countries
under financial pressure
from the effects of the global
economic crisis as well as
rising food and energy prices, Secretary-General Ban Kimoon has repeatedly urged
governments not to abandon the I billion people living on less than $1.25 a day.
Britain's Deputy Prime
Minister Nick Clegg, in prepared remarks for delivery at
the Millennium Development
Goals summit Wednesday,
urged other countries to show
the same resolve as Britain
in meeting their aid commitments, despite the fallout from

the financial meltdown.
Clegg pointed to "fragile
spaces — like Afghanistan
where hate can proliferate and
terrorist attacks can be planned,
where organized criminals can
harvest the drugs that ravage
our streets where families are
persecuted, displaced, pushed
to seek refuge with us."
"So we do not see the
Millennium Development
Goals just as optimistic targets
for far away lands," he said.
"They are not simply charity, nor
are they pure altruism. They are
also the key to lasting safety and
future prosperity for the people
of the United Kingdom"

start to finish." said Mike Hammer.

Federman(AP)

a spokesman for the National

and security outposts

Security Council

UN experts: deadly Israel flotilla
raid broke international law
(kiuncil had a "biased, politicized and extremist approach."
The Palestinian group
(iENliVA — A report by three llamas, meanwhile, praised
U.N.-appointed human rights the report and called for
laperts Wednesday said that those involved in the raid
Israeli forees violated interna- to he punished.
tional law when they raided a
The 56-page document lists
Gaza-bound aid flotilla killing a scries of alleged crimes comnine activists earlier this year.
mitted by Israeli forces during
The U.N. Human Rights and after the raid, including
Council's fad-finding mission willful killing and torture. It
concluded that Israel's naval also alleges thai Israel violated
blockade of the Palestinian the right to life, liberty, freedi im
territory was unlawful of expression and the right of
because of the humanitarian raptured crew and passengers
crisis there, and described the to be treated with humanity.
"A series of violations of
military raid on the flotilla as
In in,il and disproportionate.
international law, including
The Israeli Foreign Ministry international humanitarian
responded late Wednesday and human rights law, were
by saving the I Iuman Rights committed bv the Israeli
By Frank Jordan!
The Associated Press

Unionization
and BGSU
The faculty members of Bowling Green State University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the future of our University as
they prepare to vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU, and will, in fact, impede progress that is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:

"We believe President Medvedev

international obligations from

-DiaaHadid and Josef

- Ahmed al-Haj(AP)

The Associated Press

and at altitudes of about 90.000 feet
(27432 meters)

Sunday near the Rasht district, an

- Jenny Barchfield (AP)

By Edith M.L.d.r.r

of over 90 mJes (144 kilometers)

medical officials said at least nine

office opened a preliminary

comment on the reports

That uprising - which killed

soldiers have been wounded in

let even children dodge feisty

French media reported

pokes It has said Unted Nations
Sanctons would prevent it from

Shabwa officials said at least

numerous security sweeps in several

section of the prosecutors

the kidnappings.

shown

increasing frustration with Iran's

as al-Qaida in the Arabian

"For this reason
alone the blockade is
unlawful and cannot
be sustained in law."
United Viliu

forces during the interception of the flotilla mid during

tin' detention of passengers
in Israel prior to deportation."
the experts found.
Examining the tircum
stances of the raid, the panel
concluded that a humanitarian crisis existed in Gaza on
the day of the incident in (iaza
and "for this reason alone the
blockade is unlawful and cannot be sustained in law."
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Collective bargaining is important and ALL faculty should
carefully consider all the information and vote
> The University's position and communications, including reference
sources to support their arguments, are available at the following
website: http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/provost/page77692.html
> If a union were to be formed, faculty members could still decline union
membership. However, they will typically be required to pay "Fair
Share" fees.
> A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
If only 300 eligible faculty vote, and 151 vote for a union, the decision
will be decided by less than 19% of the faculty.
A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. If you are eligible, please vote beginning
on September 28.

Oil
CHANGE FREE Tire Rotation • FREE Inspection

BGSU

419-352-5788
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Compute Car Cars
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"Air Raid" reunites in BG
Former community college
teammates Kamar Jorden and
Eugene Cooper each enjoying
success as Falcons
Kamar Jorden
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Eugene Cooper

51

Si
34 catches

7 punt returns

343 yards

106 yards

1 touchdown

1 touchdown

10.1 yards per catch

15.1 yards per return

114.3 yards per game

35.7 yards per game

First team Northeast
All-Conference at
Hudson Valley CC as
wide receiver

First team Northeast
All-Conference at
Hudson Valley CC as
kick returner
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By Sean Shapiro
Web Editor

very strong connection to the 2010
falcon football team.
Twice more they repeat the manThe Hudson Valley Community tra, before the video moves on to
College wide receiving corps a long pass to the right side. The
c,omes- together in a huddle, wide receiver- wearing No. 9 makes
ejch players' right fist reaching a catch near the sideline, spins away
toward the center. This is how from a pair of defenders and runs in
they prepare for every game.
for the score.
No. 9 in the video is now No. 12 on
"Air Raid," the first, wearing No. 19.
shouts to the group.
the Falcons.
"\\ uleout." the others respond.
Eugene Cooper is one of two trans"Air Raid."
fersfrom 1 ludson Valley Community
College and shares the spotlight in
"Wideout."
It's a practice that's been viewed the YouTube video with fellow B(i
over 3.000 times on YouTube, and wide receiver Kamar Jorden.
Two years removed from their
while the event in the video may
have taken place in 2008. it has a YouTube-captured accolades at

1 ludson Valley, Jorden and Cooper a dangerous punt returner, averagare already grabbing attention at ing 15.1 yards per return and takthe Division I level.
ing his first ever punt in a BG uniJorden has ascended to the role of form back for a 63-yard touchdown
go-to-guy in coach Dave Clawson's against Troy.
pass-heavy offense, already grab"Aww man, that was amazing... I
bing 34 passes for 343 yards through didn't even remember it after it hapthree games.
pened, I had to watch l he tape to see
That's good for first in the what I did." Cooper said.
nation in catches, and sixth in
1 low Clawson was able to get two
total receiving yards.
productive players out of a small
"It was our expectation that he community college in upstate New
would do this," Clawson said. York is even more impressive, con"There were points last year where sidering he's never even visited the
we wanted to take off the redshirt, campus in suburban Albany.
but we wanted to have him for two
"Believe it or not, we've never taken
good years."
a trip there." Clawson said.
Cooper has established himself as
Jorden joined the Falcons as a

lightly recruited player. He had
an offer from Temple until late
in the recruiting process before
it was pulled and given to another player from the Northeast
Football Conference where
Hudson Valley plays.
"Kamar was out there late, and
we got some tape on him. We liked
the film, and while we didn't know
much about him, we thought he
was worth taking a chance on,"
Clawson said.
Just taking that chance, was
the reason that Jorden chose to
See RECEIVERS | Page 7

Notes: defense ready for Michigan
season by exposing defenses
with his ability to not only throw
the ball, but run it as well.
Through three games this
In a couple days, the Falcons
will play ultimately their tough- season, all Michigan wins,
est opponent of the year in one Robinson is averaging 223.7
of the toughest venues in all of yards a game through the air
college football.
and 186.3 on the ground.
It's a game every BG fan has
"He's extremely elusive and has
been circling since the sched- the ability to make people miss,"
ule was released; hoping their Clawson said. "It's almost like
team will accomplish what defending a two-back run game
Appalachian State and Toledo out of a one-back set. [Michigan]
did in 2007 and 2008 — beat creates a whole different set of
Michigan in the Big House.
problems because of the ability to
As BCi prepares to head into run the quarterback."
The Falcons' defense will be
Ann Arbor to square-off with
No. 21 Michigan on Saturday, in for its biggest challenge of the
coach Dave Clawson told his season thus far. but is coming
team they need to take a certain off its most impressive performance last week in a 44-28 win
approach.
"It's that once a year shot on over Marshall.
a very big stage in front of a
BG forced five turnovers against
lot of people." Clawson said. the Thundering 1 lerd and knows it
"We need to make the most will need another solid effort this
of our opportunity, and with week in trying to not let Robinson
any great opportunity there's beat them both ways.
"We're going to do what we do,"
usually a challenge."
That challenge lies solely on said linebacker Eugene "Champ"
trying to contain quarterback
See NOTES | Page 7
Denard Robinson, who has been
a "Sportscenter" highlight this
By Paul Barney
Sporrs Editor
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STAREDOWM: Defensrve lineman Darius Smith lines up pre-snap against Marshall last Saturday
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Men's golf finishes
eighth in Simpsonville
By Bt.nd.in Packwt
Reporter

The men's golf learn finished
in eighth place nut of 16 teams
at the Cardinal Intercollegiate
in Simpsonville. Ky. on
Tuesday.
The Falcons posted an
overall team score of 874 (285291-298), 17 shots hehind
tournament winner Miami
University 857 (289-279-289).
The Palcons were in seventh place at the end of the
first 36-hole day.
"The weather played to
our favor on Monday," said
coach Garry Winger. "But
the weather and course setup on Tuesday was much
more difficult to play in.
"Overall we played well. We
were 3-under at the end of the
first day, we just slipped up
going into Tuesday."
Winger described the
team struggling on certain stretches throughout
the course.
"There were stretches of
three holes that caused
everyone problems. We

simply didn't play well on
any of those holes," Winger
said in disappointment.
Parker I lew it lead the
Falcons with an overall +1
score, tying for 15th place; a
career best finish.
Captain Drew Preston
was not far behind, finishing in a tie for 21st place
with a score of+2.
"It was good to see Drew
out there playing great golf,
and to see Parker having a
strong first round," Winger
said. "It's great that Drew
is getting hack on track. All
season he has been our best
golfer; we need him to perform big for us."
Freshman Chris Melvin
continued his strong finish
shooting +7, tied for 48th.
Coach Winger did admit
some disappointment at the
team finishing in 8th place.
"Well we beat eight teams,
but lost to seven," Winger
said. "We had an opportunity to take a lead after
the first day, but we ended
up slipping down a spot on
the leaderboard."

"We beat eight teams, but lost to seven.
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We had an opportunity to take a lead

4 3

after the first day, but we ended up
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slipping down a spot on the leaderboard."

7

Garry Winger | BG men's golf coach

The Falcons were able to game," Winger said. "We
beat twoteamsthat beat them can't really control some
last week: Eastern Kentucky parts of our game, but we
University and Austin Peay do need to work on our
State University.
wedge game."
The Falcons also edged
The Falcons will look
out Big Ten powerhouse to enjoy the rest of the
Wisconsin by seven strokes.
week before hosting their
"It is a good feeling when we tournament, The John
can finish better than a team Piper Intercollegiate, next
like Wisconsin, but we still Monday and Tuesday,
have a lot of work to do to play September 27-28 at the
better," Winger said.
Stone Ridge Golf Course in
Winger said that even Bowling Green.
though the Falcons finished
"It's really nice to not
17 shots back from Miami, have to worry about travelthat it's not a lot of shots over ing this week," Winger said.
a 54-hole span.
"We have been playing hard
"We had a few bad bounc- every week for the past three
es here, a few bad bounces weeks, and it will be nice to
there, those little things stay home and play at Stone
are what really affect the Ridge next week."
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Clausen ready to start for Carolina
By Mike Cranston

stuff we're putting in."
could have heard from someJimmy
The baby-faced, former body in his first start and going
Clausen
Notre Dame star has had into his career," Clausen said.
Named starting
Such as?
CHARLOTTE. NC.—Jimmy quite a week already.
QB of the Carolina
On Monday, a day after a
"We were just talking about
Clausen and his phone
Panthers
haven't gotten much rest dismal 20-7 loss to Tampa Bay watching tape and trythis week.
dropped Carolina to 0-2, coach ing to get in with different
As the Carolina rookie John Fox made the switch to guys," Clausen said. "Get in the rest of the league wrong
crams for his first NFL start Clausen. Just a few hours later, with the center and watch for letting him slip into the
Sunday against Cincinnati, a Clausen got a call from Weis. the blitzes. Get in with the second round of the draft.
He takes over an offense
steady stream of well-wish- now the offensive coordinator receivers and watch different coverages and see what that has two touchdowns
ers and advice-givers has of the Kansas City Chiefs.
and eight turnovers. The
checked in. The list includes
"He was real fired up." a they see."
Clausen bolted from his running game hasn't been
Charlie Weis, his old college beaming Clausen said. "He
coach, and Mark Sanchez, called me and the first thing locker to watch film after dominant like last year.
an old buddy who knows a he said was, 'My day got meeting with the media on The offense line hasn't prothing or two about starting brighter. Congratulations.' Wednesday. He appeared tected well, and Carolina
My family and his family more vocal and animated faces a Bengals team that
as a rookie.
earlier as he worked with the allowed only one touchClausen hopes his con- have a close relationship."
Clausen celebrated his starters in practice, some- down in a victory on
nections and a heavy dose
of preparation will help him 23rd birthday on Tuesday, thing that wasn't lost on run- Sunday against Baltimore.
The Panthers, who only
jump-start the Panthers' which included a phone call ning back Jonathan Stewart.
from Sanchez of the New
"He's a little more focused dressed three receivers last
ugly offense.
"It doesn't feel different. It's York Jets. He and Clausen on making reads and being Sunday, have no clear No. 2
just getting more reps and became friends growing up more decisive, quick to the option after four-time Pro
that's a good thing," Clausen in California, and Sanchez huddle and stuff like that, as Bowl pick Steve Smith. And
said Wednesday after his last year became only the any starter would be, 1 guess," Smith was limited himself
first practice since replacing second rookie quarterback Stewart said. "But you can in practice on Wednesday,
although coach John Fox
definitely tell he's excited."
the ineffective Matt Moore. to win t wo playoff games.
Clausen also faces a tall said his thigh injury was
"I le was talking about some
"I have to get in there and
get familiar with all the new of the things he wishes he task as he tries to prove "nothing serious."
The Associated Press
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RETURN: Eugene Cooper reluming a punl against Marshall last Saturday.

join the Falcons.
"|BG assistant coach
Adam| Scheier called me
and it was the first Division
1 coach who really wanted
me, not as a walk-on," Jorden
said. "They felt I could really
be a part of the team."
While Jorden joined the
Falcons and redshirted last
season, Cooper took the
year off from football and
focused on finishing school
at Hudson Valley.
However, once Cooper
finished the year he was still
looking for a place to continue his football career and
didn't have any offers at the
Division I level.
"I told the coaches Eugene
Cooper is a great returner.
I le returned as many kicks
at I ludson Valley as he can
anywhere," Jorden said.
lorden's lobbying for his
friend and former teammate
caught the attention of the
BG coaching staff.
"They were not a package deal at all," Clawson
said. "Eugene is a walk-on.
He needed a place to play,
and he's friends with Kamar.
Nobody hadoffered ICooper],
so he talked to Kamar about

the program here."
What Jorden told Cooper
proved to be all the convincing he needed.
"He IJordenl said the
coaches know how to treat
everybody and treat everybody equal," Cooper said.
"After that I got here and
started working hard."
Being reunited on the
BG sideline after a year
apart has been a rewarding
experience for both players,
especially after the bond
they developed as freshmen at Hudson Valley and
during the "Air Raid" of the
2008 season.
That "Air Raid" saw
Jorden grab 54 passes for
902 yards while Cooper
compiled 900 all purpose
yards and six touchdowns
in just nine games.
"We needed to go out with
a bang, so we created the 'Air
Raid,'" Cooper said.
After going out withabang
in 2008, Jorden and Cooper
are trying come in with a
bang in 2010.
"We were real tight as a
unit and we just connected, it was one of the best
experiences ... the fact that
Binky ICooper] is here with
me now, it's like the air raid
is coming together again,"
Jorden said.

NAIAUE ZIAKAM | IHS6GNFWS

PERSUE: Eugene Fells chases down a Marshall ball carrier last Saturday

NOTES
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Fells. "We're going to go out
and execute, have fun and
try to make plays."
The Falcons' defense
has forced nine turnovers in their first three
games. The nine forced
turnovers
currently
rank third in the Mid
American Conference.
Homecoming
Saturday's game will
serve as a reunion for
Bryan Wright.
Wright spent the last
three seasons as the
kickoff specialist for
the Wolverines, and will
return to Ann Arbor as
the kicker/punter for
the Falcons.
"I never thought 1 would
be in this position." Wright
said. "I'm very excited. 1
look at this as a great
opportunity to go back in
The Big House."
Wright transferred to BG
and enrolled in its graduate
program for his hospitality management major that
Michigan did not offer.

Through three games
this season. Wright has
converted 3-of-6 field
goals and is averaging 42.8
yards a punt and 65.7 yards
a kickoff.
BG vs. Big Ten
The Falcons' only meeting against Michigan came
in 2000. a 42-7 loss.
Since 2001. BG has
played nine games against
Big Ten opponents.
The Falcons have won
four of those games, most
recently a 32-31 overtime
win at Minnesota in 2007.
Leader
With 34 receptions, BG
wide receiver Kamar Jorden
currently leads the nation
for most catches.
Sound familiar?
Last season, Freddie
Barnes led the country
with 155 receptions.
Jorden's 34 catches for 343
yards through three games
this season is just eight
catches behind Barnes'
catch total through the
first three games of 2009.
Jorden is currently on
pace for 136 catches in
12 games.
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TRAFFIC
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"That is why we want to put
a lot of effort on the supplemental signs as a way to draw
their attention."
Drivers should be aware
as signs are not always a
perfect deterrent.
"We know ... just by seeing some of the temporary
changes we've put in place
as a result of East Wooster
being closed, that people
can drive through three or
four or five signs and not see
it," Fawcett said.
To determine which street
was the primary route and
which was the secondary, the
city's public works department conducted a traffic count, which involves a

member of the staff sitting
in a vehicle recording the
amount of vehicles utilizing
the intersection.
"It showed that Clough
Street is the major approach,
with that there is far more
traffic on Clough Street than
there is on Troup. So the
stop sign should be on the
major approach not on the
minor approach," said Brian
O'Connell, the city engineer.
The count, which measured traffic volume from
10:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. on
April 23, found that 705 cars
traveled through the intersection on Clough with on 240 on
Troup. Troup, however, was
found to be more pedestrianheavy with 57 pedestrians on
Clough and 134 on Troup.
The original proposal
presented to the Traffic

Commission was to change
the intersection to a four-way
stop, this was voted down by
the commission upon the recommendation of O'Connell.
"It is not utilizing an intersection as efficiently as it
could be to require traffic to
stop that probably shouldn't
be," O'Connell said.
The state of Ohio also
mandates that four-way
stops only be used in hightraffic areas through the
Ohio Manual of Uniformed
Traffic Control Devices.
The manual requires 300
vehiclesontheprimaryroute
perhourduringaneighthour
period with 200 vehicles per
hour for the same period
on the secondary route.
"Most intersections will
not meet that criteria,"
O'Connell said.

ONE
From Page 1

August. "Because of scientific possibilities, we are
providing very up-to-theminute protection."
With the upcoming vote
on the two ordinances, city
council meetings have seen
jumps in attendance from 25
to more than 250 people.
In passing the anti-discrimination
ordinances.
Bowling (Ireen will join cities like Toledo, Columbus
and (IIK inn,HI. which have
already passed similar antidiscrimination ordinances.
Since ONE Bowling
Green formed last March,
it has raised over $45,000,
approximately.
"We've all asked friends
and families for donations,"
Welter said. "We're also
giving out T-shirts here for
$10 donations, signs for $5
donations and buttons for
$1 donations."
Over the summer, members of the ONE Bowling
Green campaign began
going door to door to educate
people and encourage them
to vote for the ordinances.
"I was part of the first canvass," said campaign volunteer Sarah Coulter. "I've
seen the damage that can
happen without these ordinances so I'm really excited
to have the opportunity to
change that."
To reach out to more of the
community, ONE Bowling
Green will be holding a public event from 7 to 9 p.m. on

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix fjji

1 Cleans (up) using Bounty
2 Greenspan concerned
wtt. green
3 Batman's hideout
4 Get down to earth?
5 Immortals
6 Patty or Selma, to
Usa Simpson
7 Combo's group
of numbers
8 Number ir a
combo, maybe
9 Collect
10 "My Way" lyricist
11 Eyjafialiajokull's
country: Abbr
12 More, some say
17 Shaker on the kids'
show "Blue's Ctues"
18 Convicted Ponzi
schemer Madoff
20 Western driver
22 With 42-Down. words
that can precede the
answers to starred
clues
23 Said further
24 Rubbish
25 Or'ando cagers
27 Conspicuous
28 All over
29 Dental restoration

ACROSS
1 "Bag
5 "Pump output
8 "Follow
13 Longtime portrait studio
Mills
14 Strasbourg street
15 For this reason
16 'Road surface
18'Holdup causes?
19 More than frown on
20 Morrie Turner comic strip about
ethnically diverse Kids
21 D-Day earner
22 "_ Tonic"' 1945 Bugs Bunny title
23 Green source, briefly
26 Give as a task
28 "Rain protection
32 Southern stretch?
34 Yours, in Tours
35 On Vine St., say
36 Like many cameras
38 Retailer offering video streaming
40 Legendary work, often
41 Miller..

43
44
45
47
48
49
51
55
59
60
61
62
63

Emit, as a sigh
'Grilling site
Musical satirist Tom
"Indubitabry!"
D-Day month
Pep
To some degree
Bridge supports
'Cola holder
'Range target
_ ease
Braves, on scoreboards
1998 skatmg gold medalist
Lipinski
64 'Warehouse aids
65 'Guinea pig food
66 'Location

NasladaBistro. com
and enter our Kill Wintei Sweepstakes
fortwo(upto $30 value]
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PRIDE: Buttons and other items in support of the campaign are available with
a donation.

Sept. 30 at the Attic. Guests
are asked to donate up to
$10 and City Tap will provide
free appetizers.
Supporters ofONEBowling
Green have also been posting
flyers around campus and
held a station at this year's
Campus Fest.
ONE Bowling Green volunteers also began working together with the
Undergraduate
Student
Government last week. At it's
second meeting of the year,
USG passed a resolution in
support of the ONE Bowling
Green campaign.
The resolution supporting the campaign
was passed immediately
after it was introduced to
the senate. Cassy Collier,
ONE Bowling Green volunteer and USG chair of
student affairs, penned

Martini garnish
Many business letters
Oil lamp feature
Siren quality
It might be cheap
See22-Oown
How villains laugh
Throws for a loop
Waters gently
Asian sashes
Acoustic guitar genre
Hun king, In
Scandinavian legend
Dutch town
■_ Hd on ill"
Minimum-range tide
Lamb sandwich
Usher's find
Part of a legendary
Chnstmas complaint
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SPIRIT ROCK GETS SPRAYED

the resolution herself.
"It'simportant that we don't
get discriminated against
in the workplace," Collier
said. "The emergency passing shows that we don't and
shouldn't have to really think
about something like this."
ONE Bowling Green and
USG will continue working
together from now until
election day.
USG will be holding a voter
drive to gain student support
for the ONE Bowling Green
campaign. The voting drive
will continue through Oct. 1
and residential students will
be able to vote in the Union
on Nov. 2.
"We're working to get out
the student vote," Welter
said. "It would be really great
if we could get about 1,000
students to vote, because
usually students don't vote."

DAVID FOGII I IHEBGtfWS
DECORATE: Nick Carreon ol the Latino Student Union paints the spirit rock with Dennyela Reever and Ashley Fischer to

FACEBOOK
From Page 1

see the different events happening on campus," he said.
The Facebook Calendar
is one of the two apps created for students. Fontana
also helped to create the
BGSU Updater.
"Thisapp | BGSU Updater)

allows users to see the
University's news and blog
related feeds on Facebook,"
Fontana said, "We currently have over 400 users for
this app."
Freshman David Walters
has yet to try either of these
apps but has seen others use
the apps and said he will
start using them.
"1 saw the BGSU Updater

and Calendar in my news
feed on Facebook. People
who I know like the applications, so I think I will probably be using them soon,"
Walters said.
Students can find
these apps by logging
on to Facebook and typing in BG Calendar and
BGSU Updater into the
search bar.

support LSU.

H.lp Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Need chlldcare In our Perrysburo,
home 2 days per w**K, 9*m-4pm
Call (419) 872-1683.

1,2 1 4BR avail 300 Merry St,
rooms low as S225/mo,
see CartyRentala.com
1 S2BR apt*, 1/1/11 avail, all next
to campus, 419-353-0325, 9-9

Medium sized 3BR house. W/D,
A/C, avail NOWI $700/mo + utlls.
Call 419-601-3225.

Walt staff needed, must work
Sundays, soph or |unior pref.
Contact Key at: 419-874-7079.

For Sale
Each of the suits on a deck of cards represents the
four major pillars of the economy in the middle ages
heart represented the Church, spades represented

Estate sale 137 Baldwin Ave, BG,
Sat. 9/25 - 9-3, Sun. 9/26 -10-4.
Dishes, kltchenwares, sheets.
towels, appliances, vases, pots.
pictures. iewelry. books, clothing.
Proceeds to benefit the
Beth Casey Scholarship fund.

the military, clubs represented agriculture, and
diamonds represented the merchant class.

A

Birch Run
Golf Club

Brand new & updated I
1 S 2BR's, great location.
laundry on-slte. $510-395/mo
Call 419-354-6036.

Only 10 Minutes
fr»m Cunntts!
Now taking applications for
11-12 SY, houses on Wooster
Call 419-353-0325, 9-9
also see CartyRentals.com

Services Offered

Help Wanted

18 Holes and a Cart

Campus Quarters Sports Bar
College Football Headquarters'!
Buckeyes, BG. Michigan & morel
All the great games
on our Big Screens!

IBARTENDINGI up to S300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.

Monday-Friday... $15
Saturday-Sunday... $20

must show student ID

Campus Quarters Sports Baf
THE PLACE lor FOOTBALL. NFL
Sunday ticket & Sunday llquorl
Open dally at 4pm, 11am
Sat/Sun. Home of We Bowling
Green Browns Backers Clubl

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements ihii dlacrinlnate. or encourage discrimination
against any Individual or group on
the basis of race sea. color, creed.
religion, nallonal origin, sexual orlen
tatlon disability, status as a veteran.
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the rlghl to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking In factual
basis, misleading or false In nslure All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval

Campus Events

■allKPOSWOI—
Job Fair September 30th
interviews October 1st
Jobs' Internships! Co-ops'
More than 130 organizations!
)8s« who's coming to EXPO 2010
1. Login to MyBQSU and click
WorkNet under OulckUnks
Y Access your account and
update your profile
Under Search Jobs * Intern
snipe" tab, search keyword
IXPO to see who's comlngl
BGSU Career Center
Nre.bfleiu.edu

Cal 419-257-3641 today for lee tine

Employees needed to perform
light production work w/ flex
hours. Must work at least 16 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
BGSU students work here, easy
walk from campuel Pay la
$7.30mr. Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products.
inc 428 Clough St. BG, OH.

Nanny wanted In BG for 2 toddler
boys Mondays or Thursday*, B«
Email: brlttany0wcnet.org

Tes Time is required

A

Mike's Party Mart

Ovei Ml l>.
and 6*1 wi
MI t-t lion

134 S. Mim STMET- COID IEH IT ran MINIMUM!!
TAX PrllPARIR
Free tax eohooll
Earn extra Income
after taking course
Flexible schedules,
convenient locations.
Register now Court** (tart 8/22.
C*II41S-3S3-900S
Liberty Tax Service
Small fee lor books

14.99/30Pk
Natty Light
17.99/24Pk
Bud Light
1.99/2401
FourLoko
ru 8.99/1 s L..Kamchatka Vodka
3.99/750mL ..Kamchatka Vodka
BEER PONQ I TAPS I JELLO SHOT COPS

www.mikespartymart.com
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# Reduced Rate in
September 2010 •
» Apartments Available *
» Semester Leases «
» Minutes from BGSU
• Pet friendly cornmunity •
• Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIAIS!
Located it;
300 Napoleon Road
In Bowling Green

